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Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: Sunon Central Business Building, No.200 Shimin Street, 
Qianjiang CBD, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China

Russia Branch & Experience Center
Add: Sky Masnion, No.118 Varshavskoe Road, Moscow
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Add: Brunnenstrasse 156, 10115 Berlin, Germany

USA Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: 525 Technology Drive Suite 150 Irvine CA.92618, USA

India Branch & Experience Center
Add: Floor I & II, 643, Rd Number 36, Aditya Enclave, Venkatagiri, 
Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana 500033, India

I-WORK  
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It is not a simple change,

but a kind of evolvement...
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Work should not be the shackle of health. 
The sub-health status must be effectively 
improved.
I-work lifting function completely helps to 
get rid of the immutable working status, and 
scientifically change the working postures 
and make staff keep vigorous and healthy. 
Enjoy nature and health is the driving force 
behind I-Work design.

Health concept is reflected in 
the rise and fall
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It is not a simple change,

but a kind of evolvement...

Scientific  Convenient and Fast

Through office behavior simulations among different 
ages, heights and genders, I-work can ascend and 
fall between 740mm and 1,200mm freely. So staff can 
adjust to the best status of sitting and standing for 
working as they wish.
Being quick, silent and convenient, I-work lifting 
function brings about relaxing, efficient and pleasant 
office feelings. 
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Unique Structure and Minimalist Shape

UNIBODY technology is often used in the automobile field and 
electronic equipment field on behalf of the most advanced 
production technology. It’s a kind of one-off process, 
maintaining neat appearance andensuring the firm structure 
with the fewest spare parts. For example, MacBook is are 
presentative of UNIBODY. I-work is profoundly conversant with 
characteristics of UNIBODY, and adopts a unique connection 
method, making I-work without any visible screw, which deeply 
interprets the minimalist style and modern fashion sense.
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Considerate Memory Function and Humanized Design

I-work has a built-in memory button which can automatically memorize the 
desk heights for sitting and standing. With a slight press, it will be automatically 
adjusted to the optimal office status, which is not only efficient but also 
considerate. Each detail and each function such as, integrated routing, touch 
drawer and wireless charging of the desk conveys the ultimate pursuit of 
humanized care. 
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Dynamic Sense of Beauty and Tidy Space

I-work meeting desk series adopt the design of no edges and corners, thus 
adding the sense of fullness and dynamic beauty. 
The walnut wood desk is deftly embedded with the press-bounce wire box, 
making the wiring system under the desk more neatly and orderly. 
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In the Internet era, success depends on efficiency. I-work executive desk 
meeting space allows small “communication meetings” to be held anytime 
and lets inspirations and creativity constantly burst out amid collisions. 

I-work negotiating desk follows the 
consistent conciseness and texture. The 
one-square-meter exquisite negotiation 
platform can bring participants closer to 
each other and communicate easily. 

Executive Desk

Meeting Table

Others

Material

Cabinet

Coffee Table

EI88-2
Executive Desk
W2280*D2100*H740-1200
W2480*D2100*H740-1200
W2680*D2100*H740-1200

EI77-2
Meeting Table
W2260*D1400*H1620

EIFB
W1350*D350*H8
W1150*D350*H8
W950*D350*H8

W-22B

EI78-2 
Meeting Table
W4200*D1300*H760
W3200*D1300*H760

EI78-2
Meeting Table
W2400*D1200*H760

EI70-2
Coffee Table
W1000*D1000*H760

EI97-2
Cabinet
W2430*D480*H1860

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.


